THE    CRIMINALS    LIVE    NEXT    DOOR
some cigarettes. The girl who had led us to our sleeping
quarters last night was busy in the kitchen. I asked her what
the camp administration would do about the men, who
refused to wrork and stayed up in the 'dovecote5. 'Nothing',
she said; 'They'll get bored sooner or later. They always
do. Some after a week, others after a month. Very few hold
out over a year. It is a matter of temperament. Those
who stay longest become the best workers afterwards
in most of the cases. You ought to see them when they
come to ask for work the first time; they are terribly
proud and at the beginning they all think that wrork is
degrading—those who strike of course—there are some
who \vork from the first day. But those others only give
in when they are bored, and then they say they work
simply to amuse themselves, not to help the job. They might
only do an hour or two the first day. Then, when they are
given wages for it, they are surprised, because they had said
they were only working to amuse themselves. But once it
has started, they cannot stop. They buy tobacco and extra
food—the free rations are, of course, only soup and bread
—just enough to keep them alive. So when they start
earning, they soon get the taste of it and then the
administrators begin working on their vanity: tell one lie
is particularly gifted, the other that he is a disappointment,
that one had expected to see him do more and better work in
view of his athletic build. So they get the sporting spirit.
And it is a contagious thing. Once three or four of a gang
have fallen for it, the rest follow. It's a good system. It
works. And the railway grows. In five months it
will. . . .'
When she started telling me about the future, I left.
I walked up to a party of men working on the railway and
offered them a smoke. They accepted it gladly and I asked
whether any of them had been to the mines yet. el have
worked there myself', one of them said. cBut then I was
transferred because I am a very skilful mechanic and can
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